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From The Editor
COCKFIGHTER COULD BE IN YOUR
HANDS AGAIN
The teaser above may not be the result of quite popular activism about a return to print for your favourite scandal sheet, but
it seems we’ll be testing the waters in August with a very special
one-off, steam-press edition of COCKFIGHTER.
Can’t guarantee it will mean an end to our digital production, but
we hope to provide this hard copy to recognize the importance
of the news it contains: a very important project which entails
massive implications for Broke, the sub-region and I daresay, the
Hunter as a whole. These implications incorporate heritage issues, town reshaping and modernizing aspects and the potential
to breathe new life into the Tranquil Side of the Valley. I don’t like
to be Mysteryman Magoo in these circumstances, but our one-off
issue in August should be worth the wait (and the weight—it’ll be
heavy with exciting developments).
With only a matter of weeks to the Annual blitz of fun and games
that provides us with the Broke fair and Classic Car exhibition, it
seems appropriate to recall the admirable efforts of so many of
our community pillars to stage the McNamara Park cultural burn..
or, as our First Peoples more accurately and poetically know it,
the ‘cool fire’. No news of a repetition this year, but the success
of the 2018 effort will stay in many minds. Only one weekend in
August was affected last year and Singleton Council, Bulga Coal,
our Landcare group and Local Land Services teamed to produce
this unique weed and fire control hazard burn. A major contributor
was Koori Country Firesticks Aboriginal Corporation with support
from the nSW Rural Fire Service. With this controlled cool burning to help alleviate weeds and allow for the regeneration of native
plants. And people who may be sensitive to any form of smoke
were not forgotten—as alternative free camping options were on
offer at Bulga and Jerrys Plains Recreation Grounds at this time.
If you want more information about cultural burning, hit http://www.
kooricountryfiresticks.com.au
(Tom Jackson)
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Catherine Vale Wines

from bush block to award winning family
owned wines, Aussie architecture and
Italian influences

Situated in the Broke Fordwich Wine Region - a sub-region of the Hunter Valley,
Catherine Vale looks over expanses of vineyards with the backdrop of Yellow Rock
in the distance, making it one of the most pleasant views available for local cellar
doors.

With the main dwelling being a Uniting Church Manse it was appropriate to
commission the purpose built Cellar Door in the style of an Australian country church.

Starting in 1993, owners, Bill and Wendy Lawson built everything from scratch, a
task not tackled by many grapegrowers on their own. Bare paddocks had to be
cleared of rocks and boulders, irrigation lines and wires were installed by them and
the vineyard slowly took shape. The end posts were sourced from wooded areas
of the 100 acre property and treated pine intermediate posts were all pounded in
by Bill with an old belt driven post pounder.
More than 20 years ago, when the Uniting Church Manse in Singleton came up for
removal, Bill and Wendy decided to put in a tender and their tender was accepted.
With great excitement and much effort, the historic residence was moved to Cathe4
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rine Vale and restoration began. The manse was 100 years old in 2014 and is truly
Wendy’s baby and a source of pride and joy.
It was always the intention to have a Cellar Door to match the manse and with
many country churches up for sale, it was hoped to use one of these. Bill and
Wendy looked at many such churches but all were in the ‘too hard to move’ category. So they decided to build their own purpose built Cellar Door in the style of an
Australian country church. The building was officially opened mid 2004.
In 1997, Bill and Wendy
produced their first wine
under the Catherine Vale
label. The wine was made
by John Hordern in the old
milk factory in Muswellbrook.

With red clay shipped from Sardinia, Italy the Catherine
Vale bocce courts add a unique element to the wine
tasting visit

The 2016 vintage was
Catherine Vale’s 20th
vintage from original
plantings of Semillon,
Chardonnay and a Semillon Chardonnay. Over the
years Verdelho, Arneis,
Barbera and Dolcetto,
dessert wines Madeira
and Late Harvest Semillon
have been added to the
menu of Catherine Vale
wines.

Having initially planted
only the two white varieties Semillon and Chardonnay, customer demand pointed
to the obvious need - a range of reds. This led Wendy to research alternative varieties. She discovered there was an oversupply of Shiraz by big Hunter Valley
producers and she was advised at the time that the soil in this area, with a couple
of exceptions, did not produce top Hunter Valley Shiraz. Her research eventually
came up with the alternative Italian varieties Dolcetto and Barbera. This led Bill
and Wendy to take the lead in Hunter Valley production of alternative varieties and
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proved an inspirational decision as the decline in the market set in and wine drinkers sought new varieties.
In 2006 Bill and Wendy undertook a tour of the Piedmont region of Italy where their
chosen varieties originated. They stayed near Alba at a vineyard and winery called
Ada Nada and spoke with local winemakers who tasted samples of their reds,
which they had brought along. They were chuffed to find the Italian winemakers
were impressed with Bill and Wendy’s efforts.
The connection to Italy and the Piedmont grape growing region of Italy began with
the planting of Barbera and Dolcetto in 1998. Catherine Vale remains the Hunter
Valleys only grower of Dolcetto and Arneis to date.
“Arneis” Italy’s little Rascal was grafted onto existing Chardonnay vines in 2008. It
also originates from the Piedmont Region of Italy.
On several of their winery visits in the area, they found plantings of an Italian white
grape Arneis. This variety has an interesting history and Bill and Wendy were so
impressed they were determined to
grow this white as an addition to their
alternative varieties. This has proved
an inspired choice.
In keeping with the Catherine Vale
Italian theme, The vineyard has a competition sized set of bocce courts. A
perfect way to transport wine tasters
to Italy - with a glass of one of the Italian varieties and the noise and fun of a
couple of games of the Italian version
of bowls, bocce.
The Catherine Vale Bocce Courts
are built to standard size for both recreational and competition play. The
surface is prepared from red clay imported from the Italian island of Sardinia. It has a spectacular appearance.
Catherine Vale has a selection of balls
available for visitors and professional
competition balls are also available.

New Shiraz vines grafted onto existing
Semillon by using a bud from old Hunter
Shiraz vines sourced in the valley.
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With Bill’s passing three and a half years ago, Wendy has continued to operate
and improve the vineyard and wine making and can look back on their pioneering
of alternative varieties in the Hunter Valley with great pride.
The latest development has been the grafting of Shiraz onto existing Semillon by
using a bud from old Hunter Shiraz vines sourced in the valley. The new vine will
soon be pruned for Production in 2020.
Catherine Vale has always played a part in local community activities due to Wen-
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dy’s tireless involvement. It was the first vineyard to host the now very popular A Little Bit
of Italy in Broke event and offers several other
events including Jazz at Catherine Vale over
the October long-weekend. Wendy has served
on many committees in the region and currently
runs the local Landcare group.
A visit to Catherine Vale offers top Hunter wine,
a spacious and interesting cellar door and the
opportunity to wine-taste on the verandah and
take in one of the most spectacular views in the Hunter.
Contact: Catherine Vale Wines, 656 Milbrodale Rd, Fordwich NSW 2330
For Bookings Call (02) 6579 1334
catherinevalewines.com.au
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Weekenda offers an extensive array
of holiday property options providing
comfort, style and affordability.
Relax in the stunning Hunter Valley

https://www.weekenda.com.au
Email: stay@weekenda.com
Phone: 1300 386 170
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Letter to the editor
The Bulga Crafters have been busily making rugs, beanies and mittens to
put into a gift pack together for cancer patients who are using the Cancer
Council Transport in our area. People are most appreciated of this thought
we give.
To raise money to do this project of ours we have had a few raffles, stalls
and parties. Glencore Bulga Coal have donated some donations towards
this. A thank you to them.
Bulga Crafters meet each Tuesday except School Holidays at Bulga Clubhouse 10 am to 12:00 pm. Call in for a cuppa and a chat. If you have any unneeded wool or fabric drop it off at the Clubhouse or Singleton Cancer Council on a Tuesday or a Thursday.
Helen Upward 65745119

The Bulga Crafters received this letter from Oucare Services:
Thank you for the Care Packs that you dropped into the office recently – they
have all been handed out to eight of our clients that we are transporting for
oncology appointments. One gentleman in particular gave me a phone call
and wanted his thanks passed on to the Bulga Crafters and to the Cancer
Council. On the day that we gave him the care pack he was informed by
his specialist that he will need to undergo radiation treatment for a tumour
that they had just found. This is after 5 years of going through the up’s and
down’s of treatment for lung cancer. He was genuinely touched by this gesture and said that it was a nice feeling knowing that others that had never
met him had presented him with such a thoughtful and personal gift.
We have also received thanks via our drivers from all of the seven other clients who have received these gifts. Please pass on our thanks to the Bulga
Crafters the blankets, beanies and mittens were absolutely beautiful.
Kind regards,
Katrina Howard, Coordinator, Ourcare Services Ltd
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Hunter Tourism Businesses - State
funded assistance
Destination NSW delivers the NSW First program to assist tourism businesses
around the State to develop, promote and sell their tourism products.
It includes face to face workshops and online webcasts that offer ‘how-to’ insights
on a range of topics for the tourism industry, with events to be added to the calendar throughout the year.

INBOUND STRATEGY WORKSHOP - HUNTER VALLEY
DATE 26 Aug 2019
TIME 09:00 - 14:15
VENUE Crowne Plaza Hunter Valley
430 Wine Country Dr, Lovedale NSW 2325
COST : $50.00
DESCRIPTION	The practical Inbound Strategy Workshop is designed to provide
tourism businesses, such as tours, attractions and accommodation, with the necessary steps to develop and sell export-ready tourism products to the international
travel trade. Topics range from market insights and tips, and product tailoring to
developing trade sales materials and presentations, polishing business processes
and planning trade sales activity. This workshop will suit businesses that have
been operating for at least a year and have previously viewed the NSW First Export Ready 101 webcast.

Click here for more info
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Sunday 8th September, 9am-3pm
McNamara Park, Broke
ENTRY BY GOLD COIN DONATION

VINTAGE CARS AND MACHINERY • MARKET STALLS • KIDS RIDES
LIVE MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT • ROCKER COVER CAR RACING
WHIPCRACKING • FOOD AND WINE • MINE TOURS

For more info visit www.brokevillagefair.com.au
Facebook “f ” Logo

CMYK / .ai

Facebook “f ” Logo

CMYK / .ai

@brokevillagefair

BULGA
COAL
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Our Wildlife

RED-RUMPED PARROT (Psephotus haematonotus)
Or Grass Parrot.
Male head/neck is brilliant emerald- green; lower back brick- red; underparts yellow. Females are grey-olive green with dull white below; rump green.
They are sedentary and pair for life and congregate in family groups to form foraging flocks of up to 100 birds outside the breeding season. They leave the roost
soon after sunrise, fly off to drink and move to feeding sites where they forage
mostly on the ground and rest at midday in shrubs and trees. Mated birds preen
each other. Breeding from August to January and lay 2-7 eggs in a tree hollow
2-12 m high. The female incubates the eggs for about 3 weeks, the young fledge
in about 5 weeks.
They have a pleasant high-pitched 2-syllable whistle.
Diet consists of Seeds, flowers, shoots and leaves and they live in sparsely timbered grasslands, open plains, mallee, farmlands.
Elizabeth
Joeys Retreat
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Join the vigneron for tastings
of Classic Aged wines with
stunning views over
Yellow Rock and the
Broke Fordwich Valley
Open to the public
Private tastings &
corporate groups catered for
Wheelchair accessible
Cellar Door
1133 Milbrodale Rd, Broke
Fordwich, Hunter Valley NSW
Vigneron: Dave Fromberg
0474156786
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$4.25 M STATE GOVERNMENT FUNDING
ANNOUNCEMENT RAMPS UP SINGLETON
COUNCIL’S COMMITMENT TO ROAD
IMPROVEMENT IN 2019/2020
Mayor of Singleton, Cr Sue Moore says motorists and the local economy will benefit from today’s announcement of $4.25 million to improve Singleton roads.
Deputy Premier John Barilaro was in Singleton to fulfil his commitment to find an
alternative source for the NSW Government’s half of the $8.5 million Singleton
Roads Upgrade program, after Council’s application was unsuccessful under the
Resources for Regions program.
Joined by the Member for Upper Hunter Michael Johnsen MP to announce the
funding, Mr Barilaro said the shovel-ready roads program was a credit to Council
to make an immediate economic impact for the benefit of the local community.
Cr Moore said it was a relief the Roads Upgrade program was now a certainty.

The four projects included in the program are:
·

Glendonbrook Road rehabilitation

·

Elderslie Road Bridge Approach upgrade

·

Cessnock Road Bridge widening

·

Moses Crossing Bridge Approach upgrade

“These are improvements that will improve the efficiency of the road network and
safety to benefit farmers as well as miners who use these roads every day,” Cr
Moore said.
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“Council was sorely disappointed this project missed out under Resources for Regions, and we are pleased the Deputy Premier delivered on his promise to find an
alternative source for these important road projects.
“We have also had ongoing discussions with Mr Barilaro regarding the future of
the Resources for Regions program and look forward to seeing the outcome of the
review to the program in the near future.
“Council’s commitment is to the people of Singleton, and we are working hard to
make sure our community is appropriately recognised for the economic contribution we make to the state of NSW.”
General Manager Jason Linnane said design work would commence straight away
now that funding had been secured to deliver the four projects under the Roads
Upgrade program.
“Council has already committed $10.42 million to roads in this year’s Capital Works
program, and we are always looking for additional means to deliver more for our
community,” he said.
“The funding announced today by the Deputy Premier is a significant boon for us
because it means we can now add these roads to our works program for the benefit of everyone who drives on our local roads in Singleton.”

unique country getaways

Hunter Valley Escapes offers one of the finest selection of short-stay holiday
properties in the Hunter Valley, we have a reputation for excellence when it
comes to matching families and friends to the perfect holiday accommodation
for a unique getaway. Hunter Valley Escapes can cater for a fun family getaway
or a romantic peaceful retreat.
OUR MISSION …*A wonderful experience for everybody*

Jane McKaughan
0409 416 416
jane@huntervalleyescapes.com
www.huntervalleyescapes.com
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VIRGIN SIGNS THREE-YEAR DEAL TO
CONNECT AUCKLAND WITH Hunter
Valley
By Steve Creedy
New Zealand wine lovers will have a direct route to Aussie vineyards for the next
three years thanks to a deal to continue flights from Auckland to the NSW Hunter
Valley.
Newcastle Airport and Virgin Australia announced the deal Tuesday after a successful trial last summer.
Virgin will operate three services a week during the peak holiday period from November 21 to February 16, 2020, with the potential to expand the services over
subsequent years.

Newcastle Airport chief executive Peter Cock described the partnership as a sign
of confidence in the region.
“On the back of the successes of last year, we are thrilled to provide some clarity
and certainty around the longevity of these flights, which cement us as an international airport,’’ he said in a statement.
“The first season was a real success, delivering an estimated $A5.4 million in economic benefit into our region.
“Importantly, 38 percent of holiday travellers were visiting the Hunter for the first
time, which indicates this direct service stimulated new demand.
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“The service also provided thousands of locals with the opportunity to visit Auckland for the first time.
“In fact, 30 percent of Australian leisure travellers made their inaugural visit to the
New Zealand city via this direct service.”
Last summer’s trial heralded a return to international travel for Newcastle Airport
after a 16-year hiatus.
The transformation was kick-started with an $A11.1m grant from the NSW government that helped fund the expansion of the terminal to a 2600 square metre facility
capable of accommodating customs, immigration and quarantine facilities.
The success of lengthy negotiations to secure an airline meant the facilities had to
be fitted out and stakeholders such as the Australian Border Force, NSW Police
and the Department of Agriculture brought together.
“With our international capability now confirmed, we’re strengthening the region’s
reputation as a key destination for both domestic and international travels and a
second international gateway into NSW,” Dr Cock said.

Hunter Valley Semillon: A Jewel In
Australia’s Wine Crown
Reproduced from Wine Australia website
The warm, humid climate of the Hunter Valley technically shouldn’t be capable
of producing Semillon with any great character. Yet Hunter Semillon is one of the
wine world’s great wonders, able to morph over time from a zesty, crisp youngster
into a deep golden, nutty, honey and straw-scented old-timer. Pristine winemaking is key to Hunter Semillon. Grapes are picked at a low baume (usually around
10–11% alcohol), gently handled in the winery, crushed with minimal skin and seed
extract; the juice is fermented at cold temperatures in stainless steel and transferred to bottle as soon as fermentation stops.
When first bottled, Hunter Valley Semillon is almost water-white in appearance with
aromas of citrus, grass, straw, lanolin, and subtle green herbs. It’s crisp and delicate with a chalky minerality. Patience pays great dividends, however, and the finest examples with high acidity and low alcohol transform after as little as five years’
in bottle, revealing honeyed, toasty, grilled nut characters – almost as if the wine
18
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has spent time in oak (even though it hasn’t). It’s these wines that make Hunter
Valley Semillon one of the wine world’s great collectable wonders. Prices of these
age-worthy Semillons are well within reach of most wine lovers and, under the right
conditions, the transformation that occurs over time is substantial. The key point of
difference in aged Hunter Valley Semillon is that the best examples will retain an
identifiable stamp of primary fruit and a nucleus of fine acidity even after decades
in the cellar.
One of the early proponents of Hunter Valley Semillon was Maurice O’Shea who
recognised its potential as a long-lived single-varietal wine. O’Shea planted the
Lovedale vineyard in 1946, releasing his first Semillon in 1950. His influence is
commemorated today with Mount Pleasant Lovedale Semillon, an enduring, multiple award winning wine now crafted by sixth-generation winemaker, Scott McWilliam.
Collectors seeking Hunter Valley Semillon with ageing capacity should look to producers
like Brokenwood, De Lulius,
Keith Tulloch, McLeish Estate,
Mount Pleasant, Pepper Tree
and Tyrrell’s, whose iconic Vat
1 Semillon sets the benchmark
for the region.
Hunter Semillon reflects its
terroir with some of the finest sites, including Tyrrell’s
‘Johnno’s’ vineyard which is
Digital artist Alex Kemp has colourised the iconic
composed of sandy soil over
series of photographs of the celebrated Hunter
limestone, showing notable
Valley winemaker Maurice O’Shea and the Mount
Pleasant winery. The original photographs were
minerality. Along the alluvial
taken by the renowned Australian photographer
flats of Hermitage Road, the
Max Dupain in the 1950’s
Braemore vineyard planted in
1969 provides pristine fruit for For more on these images Click Here
Andrew Thomas to create the ....Mt Pleasent Wines
fresh, vibrant Thomas Wines
Semillon, currently celebrating its seventeenth consecutive vintage.
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BULGA

Paul Woods

COAL

Licensed Plumber,
Drainer, Gasfitter
&
Roofer

Environment and
Community Contacts

0404 488 462

Ralph Northey - Bulga Coal
Environment and Community Manager
T: 6570 2539 M: 0418 439 874
ralph.northey@glencore.com.au

Putty Rd
Milbrodale

Community complaints line
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
1800 332 693

Lic ## 219717C
219717C ,,
Lic
ABN 6579
6579 8335
8335 847
847
ABN

You can also view our approvals, management plans
and environmental monitoring data on the website.
Go to www.bulgacoal.com.au and click on
the Publications tab on the menu.
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Broke Village Recreation Grounds
Community access information:

A great spot to enjoy the great outdoors
Free BBQ with sheltered picnic tables
Tennis courts with lights for night use
Netball court
Basketball court
Children’s play equipment.
The Grounds are located at the end of
Cochrane Street.
The hut at the grounds is available for the
community’s use for no charge.
If you wish to use the facility please make a
booking with Wendy on 65781334.
The key for the Hut can be picked up at the
Broke Village Store with a deposit of $20.00
which will be returned when the key is returned.
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Singleton Evangelical Church
is a genuine community of people
from all cultures, ages and walks
of life. Not just for Singleton
residents, but for all those who
want to hear God’s word and
share the amazing impacts of His
love. You are most welcome to
come along to Sunday Church
9:30am at Singleton Public
School, Elizabeth St, or even try
one of our smaller groups or
Youth Groups.

For more information 6573-4198
or www.singletonchurch.org
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BRANXTON CROQUET
CLUB

IMPROVE YOUR BODY AND MIND
SATURDAY AND TUESDAY FROM 9a.m.
John Rose Avenue, Branxton
(turn left on New England Highway at
first traffic lights in Branxton)
All welcome
For further information on this
great no-contact sport go ahead and contact
Chris Robertson
Secretary
0418 427 320
6574 7194
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COMMUNITY GROUPS AND ORGANISATIONS
Broke Bulga Landcare
Group
Inc.
COMMUNITY
GROUPS
AND
ORGANISATIONS
C/o President, Wendy
Lawson
PO Box 120, Broke
NSW 2330
Broke Fair Committee
Secretary, Maxine
Alexander
alexandermaxine6@
gmail.com
Broke Fordwich Wine
& Tourism
President Jody Derrick
Secretary, Mike Wilson
secretary@
brokefordwich.com.au
NSW Rural Fire Service
Hunter Valley District
2161 Putty Road Bulga
2330
Phone 6575 1200, Fax
6575 1299
email huntervalley.
team@rfs.nsw.gov.au
Manager:
Superintendent Ashley
Frank.
Broke Rural Fire
Brigade
Captain: Paul Myers
C/o Broke Post Office,
Broke NSW 2330
Bulga Rural Fire
Brigade
Captain: Jill Kranias
Phone:- 0408 652 668
Permit officers:
A Gallagher 6574 5100
and B Anderson 0417
403 153

Broke Community Hall
Kathleen Everett (02)
6579 1470
Broke Public School
Principal/P&C
Association,
Cochrane Street, Broke
Bulga Milbrodale
Progress Association
President - John Krey
6574 5376
PO Box 1032, Singleton
2330
bmpa.contact@bigpond.
com
Bulga Community
Centre Inc.
President/bookings
Claudette Richards
65745 495
Secretary Belinda
Passlow 0427 305 519
Treasurer Phil Reid 0438
865 064
Justices of the Peace
Tom Jackson 6574 5266
Graham Farish
0414842327
Milbrodale Public
School
Putty Road, Milbrodale
NSW 2330
National Parks and
Wildlife Service- Upper
Hunter Area Bulga and
Scone
Peta Norris, Putty Road,
Bulga
NSW 2330 6574 5555
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Palliative Care
Volunteers for Singleton
& Cessnock
Kath Watkinson (02)
65722121
Private Irrigation (PID)
admin@bfpid.com.au
Water On/Off 1300 767
118
PID Admin
Saywells
12 Vincent St
CESSNOCK
office@saywells.com
St Andrews Anglican
Church Broke
Parish Secretary at 6571
1414
St Marks Anglican
Church
C/o Marie Mitchell
Inlet Road, Bulga NSW
2330
The Immaculate
Conception Catholic
Church Broke
Paul O’Toole
C/o Broke Post Office,
Broke NSW 2330
Wildlife Rescue,
Rehabilitation and
Release
www.wildlifeaid.org.au
0429 850 089
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Trades
CARRIER - General
John Lamb
6574 5205
Mob 0427 695 468
CATTERY
Jan Pennell
6579 1450
CLEANERS
Professional Hunter
Valley Cleaning Group
Hospitality and private
cleaning
0439 841 487
huntervalleycg@gmail.
com
COMPUTERS &
COMMUNICATION
Bruce Cowan
6579 1130

Services Directory
GOURMET FOODS
Marian Waite
6579 1063
Mob 0409 791 063
marian@riverflatsestate.
com.au
Mechanical &
Automotive
Services
Beyond Broke
Mechanical & Automotive
Jason McCraw
Licensed Motor Vehicle
Repairer
0414 264 515
beyondbrokemechenical.
com.au

PRINT & DESIGN
BINK Creative
4990 3230

Advertising Rates
Business Card 90 mm x 50 mm		

$2

Quarter page

90 mm x 135 mm

$5

Half page		

185 mm x 135 mm

$10

Full Page		

185 mm x 270 mm

$15

PIANO LESSONS
Jan Pennell
6579 1450
Plumbing
Paul Woods
Licensed Plumber,
Drainer, Gasfitter &
Roofer
Putty Rd Milbrodale
0404 488 462
POOL & YARD
MAINTAINANCE
Anthony Smolenaers
65791228 or 0400
367025
Vineyard Services
Bright Vine Services
Vineyard consulting
0410625540
jennybright@bigpond.
com
www.brightvineservices.com.au
WINE MAKING
Michael McManus
6579 1400
Mob 0403 014 787

0407 069682
jeraharvest@icloud.com
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